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QUESTION NO: 1

What is the relationship between local variables and parameters in SAP Data Services? 2 correct answers

A. a local variable in a workflow sets the value of an a parameter in a dataflow.

B. 3 local variable in a job sets the value of an a parameter in a workflow

C. a parameter in a workflow sets the value of a local variable in a dataflow

D. a parameter in a job set the value of a local variable in a dataflow

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 2

What can you use a workflow for in SAP Data Services?

A. To group data flows that belong together

B. To group jobs that you want to monitor

C. to allow schedulling for dataflows

D. To transform source data into target data

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 3

You have a map operation transform immediately before the target in a data flow in Sap Data Services. What happens if all 
operation codes are mapped to Discard in the transform?

A. They are flagged for later deletion

B. They are deleted from the target

C. They are added to the overflow file

D. They are filtered by the transform

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 4
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What are advantages of using the validation transform in SAP Data services? There are 3 correct answers to this question

A. You can see which rules were violated in one output

B. You can set different failed paths for each rule

C. You can have multiple rules on a single column.

D. You can produce statistics

E. You can call a recovery dataflow

ANSWER: A B C 

QUESTION NO: 5

which transform are typically used to implement a slowly changing dimension of type 2 in SAP Data services?

3 correct answers

A. Data_Transfer

B. History_Preserving

C. Map_CDC_Operation

D. Key_Generation

E. Table_comparison

ANSWER: C D E 

QUESTION NO: 6

Which feature in the SAP Data Services Management Console allows you to see the trend of the execution time for any 
given job?

A. data quality reports

B. monitor log

C. Operational dashboard

D. trace log

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 7
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Why would you use a memory datastore in your SAP Data Services dataflow design?

A. To define a connection to SAP HANA

B. To reduce the memory consumption in the target database.

C. To reduce the memory consumption in the source database.

D. To enhance processing performance of datadlows used in real time jobs.

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 8

In SAP data services what does the date generation transform allow you to generate?

A. The rows for a given date range

B. The current date for a column to see when each row was loaded.

C. the valid from date based on a dataset the contains valid to information only

D. the valid to date based on a dataset the contains valid to information only

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 9

What operation can you push down to the database using a data transfer transform in SAP Data Services? 3 answers 
correct

A. Custom function

B. XML function

C. Join

D. Ordering

E. Distinct

ANSWER: C D E 

QUESTION NO: 10

Which type of SAP Data Services object can a project, job, dataflow or workflow contain? 3 correct answers

A. A Project can contain a job
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B. A job can contain a job

C. A dataflow can contain a workflow

D. A job can contain a workflow

E. A workflow can contain a workflow

ANSWER: A B C 
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